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In 2003, Carmina Gisbert and her research team produced a tobacco plant that could remove more lead from soil than normal tobacco plants. To do so, they inserted a gene from wheat plants that produces phytochelatin synthase into a shrub tobacco plant (Nicotiana glauca) to increase N. glauca's absorption and tolerance of toxic metals, particularly lead. Gisbert and her team aimed to genetically modify a plant so that it could be used for phytoremediation, using plants to remove toxic substances from the soil. Scientists have identified phytoremediation as an effective and efficient process to improve human health and reproductive health in contaminated areas. Metals like mercury and lead can cause birth defects during human development like cognitive impairment, cerebral palsy, deafness, tremors, and blindness.

The research team from Valencia, Spain, included Roc Ros, Antonio De Haro, David J. Walker, M. Pilar Bernal, Ramón Serrano, and Juan Navarro-Aviñó. These researchers were located at the Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (Spanish National Research Council) and the University of Valencia in Valencia, Spain. Carmina and her colleagues published the results of their experiment in "A plant genetically modified that accumulates Pb is especially promising for phytoremediation" in 2003. The aim of the experiment was to identify and genetically modify a plant that grew rapidly, tolerated a wide range of environments, and accumulated high concentrations of toxic metals such as lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd) from the soil in which it grew. In this experiment, the researchers showed that N. glauca, genetically modified to produce phytochelatin synthase, accumulated more lead in its roots, and also was more tolerant to cadmium, than non-modified N. glauca.

The first step of the experiment was to select a plant species that could tolerate and accumulate toxic metals to remove them from the soil. Phytoremediators?plants that can absorb toxic metals?grow slowly and produce small amounts of leaves and roots (plant biomass). According to the researchers, an ideal phytoremediator should grow quickly, produce a lot of biomass, accumulate and tolerate metals, and it must produce a high amount of unpalatable leaves to deter herbivores from eating them. That trait would prevent heavy metal transfer from animals to humans [5].

Gisbert and her colleagues conducted their research on a soil sample that was highly contaminated by hazardous industrial waste collected from the La Union mining site in the province of Murcia, in the southeastern part of Spain. They collected plant species from this contaminated site, and they selected some for further studies. Gisbert and her team focused on N. glauca and classified it as a hyperaccumulator, meaning that it could accumulate high levels of toxic metals in its biomass. Grown in regions that include Europe, Australia, and
South and North Americas, the researchers noted that *N. glauca* had possible commercial and ornamental value as a phytoremediator.

In the next step of the experiment, the researchers used molecular biology techniques to insert the wheat gene *TaPCS1*, which produced phytochelate synthase, into *N. glauca* plants. Phytochelate synthase is an enzyme that binds with metal elements, and it is found in a variety of plant species. In 1999, a group of researchers had genetically inserted a phytochelate synthase gene from wheat (*TaPCS1* gene) into yeast and showed that it caused yeast to accumulate cadmium. Gisbert and her colleagues inserted the wheat gene into *N. glauca* plants. The team infected *N. glauca* leaves with an *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* strain that contained DNA for phytochelate synthase. *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* is a species of bacteria that can transfer DNA between itself and plants. The scientists then isolated cells from the infected *N. glauca* leaves, grew the tissue in a variety of mediums and conditions, and used offspring from that plant to test whether the *TaPCS1* gene was successfully inserted into the tobacco plant, and whether or not it was producing the enzyme phytochelate synthase.

In the final step of the experiment, the team conducted two sets of experiments to test the modified plants' capacity to absorb, accumulate, and tolerate toxic metals. The team tested the modified and non-modified (wild type) seedlings on nutrient plates, some of which were contaminated with lead and cadmium compounds, for nine days. The team also planted 10-day-old (mature) modified and wild type plants in a 50 percent dilution of contaminated soil for six weeks. They collected highly contaminated soil samples for analysis from Valencia’s metropolitan areas and from one of the most contaminated sites, an old lead and zinc mine site at La Union. The soil sample contained a total concentration of 31,000 to 25,000 parts per million and more than 10,000 parts per million of lead and zinc respectively, which greatly exceeded the maximum permitted levels for agricultural soils in Europe. In both experiments, researchers collected the plants at the end of the time period, divided them into the roots and the leaves plus stem (shoots), and measured their weights. After eliminating the soil, and washing the material, they dried and analyzed the roots and shoots for heavy metals using atomic absorption spectrometry, a technique used to quantify the amounts of lead and cadmium in the plants. They found that the genetically modified plants absorbed about twice as much lead compared to non-modified plants.
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